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Abstract the widespread use of Microblogging services, such as Twitter, makes
them a valuable tool to correlate people’s personal opinions about popular public
events. Researchers have capitalized on such tools to detect and monitor real world
events based upon this public, social, perspective. Most Twitter event analysis ap-
proaches rely on events tweets collected through a set of pre-defined keywords. In
this paper, we show that the existing data collection approaches risks losing a sig-
nificant amount of event-relevant information. We propose a refined adaptive crawl-
ing model, to detect emerging popular topics, using hashtags, and monitor them to
retrieve greater amounts of highly associated data for the events of interest. The
proposed adaptive crawling model expands the queries periodically by analysing
the traffic pattern of hashtags collected from a live Twitter stream. We evaluated
this adaptive crawling model with a real-world event. Based on the theoretical anal-
ysis, we tuned the parameters and ran three crawlers, including one baseline and
two adaptive crawlers, during 2013 Glastonbury music festival. Our analysis shows
that adaptive crawling based upon a Refined Keyword Adaptation algorithm outper-
forms the others. It collects the most comprehensive set of keywords, and with the
minimal introduction of noise.

1 Introduction

The enormous popularity of Microblogs, combined with their conversational
characteristic [1] (leading to multiple short updates and used as a medium to express
opinions) has led them to become one of the most popular platforms for researchers
to extract public information. Early attempts were conducted to identify character-
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Fig. 1: Tweets about the 2012 Olympic Games

istics of information diffusion and users’ behavior on the entire Microblogsphere
[7, 12, 15]. Nowadays, the research focus has shifted to more specific problems,
such as real world event detection [11] and event summarization [5].

As one of the most popular Microblogging services, Twitter1 provides people
with a platform to share their observations and opinions online. This simple version
of a blog service allows users to post short messages (tweets) up to 140 charac-
ters. Users can not only update their thoughts through the website, but also post
tweets using their mobile devices through either a cellular network or Short Mes-
sage Service (SMS). This easy access to Twitter facilitated the dramatic growth of
the number of Twitter users. With thousands of posts published every second2, Twit-
ter also becomes a precious resources pool for researchers to analyse public reaction
and behavior under event scenario.

For instance, recent research has examined the use of such tools, primarily
Twitter-based, to get knowledge about ongoing affairs [4, 6, 9], or even to dig out
hints of upcoming events [2, 8]. Becker et al. use Twitter, along with other social
media sites, to retrieve content associated with a planned event [4]. Sakaki et al. use
Twitter to detect the occurrence and location of earthquakes even before the disaster
hits [2].

In order to identify and analyze events among the entire Twittersphere (also
called Twitterverse), a comprehensive dataset describing the event is compulsory.
The majority of collection techniques collect tweets from the live Twitter stream by
matching a few search keywords or hashtags. For example, Starbird and Palen col-
lected information about the 2011 Egyptian uprising by using the keywords“egypt,
#egypt, #jan25” [3], Nichols et al. collected sport related tweets using keywords
“worldcup” and “wc2010” [20]. However, the set of predefined keywords is subjec-
tive and can easily lead to incomplete data. Moreover, even given expert knowledge,
keywords and specialised hashtags often arise in the midst of such events. For ex-
ample, Fig. 1 shows two tweets relating to the London 2012 Olympics (the football
event). It is straightforward to determine that the first one is related to the 2012
Olympics football event, whereas the second one, which refers to the same event,
is much harder to distinguish. Fig. 2 illustrates how this will result in the loss of

1 Twitter Home page, https://twitter.com/
2 New Tweets per second record, and how: https://blog.twitter.com/2013/
new-tweets-per-second-record-and-how

https://twitter.com/
https://blog.twitter.com/2013/new-tweets-per-second-record-and-how
https://blog.twitter.com/2013/new-tweets-per-second-record-and-how
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Fig. 2: Comparison of tweet volume crawled by keyword Olympic (lower, red
dashed line) versus Olympic & #teamgb (higher, blue solid line) during the 2012
London Olympics

a significant amount of event related information. The blue solid line is the traffic
generated by using both Olympic or #teamgb as keywords, while the red dashed line
represents the volume of tweets solely retrieved using a keyword Olympic. It is clear
that the trend for both lines is the same, but the volume varies. A larger amount of
event information can be fetched if other keywords are introduced. This issue is even
more severe when using Microblogs for situation awareness during emergencies or
disasters. People will communicate their observation and perception about events,
even without explicitly mentioning the title of the event [20].

Moreover, Twitter’s APIs data access restrictions345, greatly complicate collect-
ing all the social media documents corresponding to one event. Lanagan et al. men-
tioned that incomplete tweet datasets significantly affects the performance of their

3 Search API only returns tweets within 7 days, and the rate limit of Search API is not specified in
the official documentation.Version 1.0
4 Streaming API provides real-time services but only returns 1% of total number of tweets.Version
1.0
5 At time of publication, access to the full Firehose stream of tweets is allowed only if a large
amount of money is paid, e.g. PowerTrack costs $2,000 per month plus $0.10 per 1,000 tweets
delivered. Retrieved from: http://gnip.com/pr_announcing_power_track

http://gnip.com/pr_announcing_power_track
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event detection algorithm [19]. In fact, the Twitter API restrictions not only intro-
duce difficulties on live tweets retrieval, but they also make it harder to recapture
data once the events of interest are finished.

In this paper, we aim to present an automatic event content collection method
that gathers a set of tweets, without preliminary knowledge of the events, by just
relying on initial search terms for live events. We introduce an adaptive Microblog-
ging crawling model that allows comprehensive information about an event to be
retrieved. By embedding the Keyword Adaptation (KwA) algorithm, this adaptive
crawling model can collect an extended set of specific instances of an event. This
is achieved by monitoring the Twitter live stream with only the initial keywords,
without manual modification of the search terms. In designing the adaptive crawl-
ing model, the challenge is to identify extra search terms, beyond the original key-
words, appearing in content related to the event in question. Specifically, compared
with the previous work [31], which only evaluates the KwA algorithm theoretically
with existing datasets, the novel contributions of the paper are as follows:

• We investigate the use of trend detection method in our proposed adaptive crawl-
ing model and prove that it is insufficient to identify event relevant topics.

• We examine the proposed adaptive crawling model for real-time events by re-
trieving multiple datasets with an exemplar type of real-time event.

• We demonstrate that the adaptive crawling based upon a Refined Keyword Adap-
tation algorithm identifies event topics in real time. Also, its collects additional
relevant tweets, while greatly reducing the amount of irrelevant information.

The remainder of this paper is divided into four sections. Section 2 introduces the
related work and distinguishes our work from exiting work; section 3 introduces the
functions and restrictions of Twitter service; section 4 details the proposed adaptive
crawling models; Section 5 reports the evaluation of our technique, showing its per-
formance over the 2013 Glastonbury Festival; and finally section 6 concludes our
work and discusses some future directions.

2 Related Work

Online content collection and analysis has been a popular research issue for
years. Much work exists pertaining to structured articles collection from online plat-
forms [17, 23]. Later, researchers tried to improve the traditional content collection
and analysis approaches by taking advantage of additional information [32]. Some
researches detected latent features (e.g. topics) to obtain a better understanding of
the event in question [26]. However, the differences between traditional websites
(i.e. news portals and blogs) and Microblogs with respect to resource deployment
and contents structure make the transplant of Web-based to Microblog methods dif-
ficult. This section will review the existing work relating to online crawling, topic
detection and similarity measurement of text, specifically under the Twitterverse.
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Crawling a set of online documents, relating to an event of interest, can be
achieved by simple keywords searching. This approach has been adopted by some
early attempts on tweet collection and analysis [2, 3], but crawling on a pre-defined
keywords set didn’t provide satisfactory results. In addition to these kind of afore-
mentioned approaches, attempts to use more than keywords as search criteria have
also been made [4, 9, 13]. For example, Becker et al. examine the use of precision
and recall-oriented strategies to automatically identify event features, then generat-
ing queries to retrieve content from diverse social media sites for planned events.
Unlike our proposed model, which solely relies on initial terms, they use event an-
nouncements from sites such as Last.fm6 to aid query formulation [4]. Rather than
use other websites, Fabian et al. leverage several metrics from Twitter, such as users’
profiles, semantics meanings and metadata of tweets, to generate new search criteria
from news websites [9]. Although this additional material facilitates a higher pre-
cision and recall rate on search results, the processing cost of these exponentially
increases. While planned events can draw on extra material from announcements
and news sites, such material for unplanned events is almost impossible to obtain.
Furthermore, these solutions were designed to improve the user experience of in-
teractive searching rather than collect additional event-related tweets for real world
ongoing affairs. In addition, event tweets can also be fetched from a particular group
of target users[33, 34]. This kind of approach chooses the users that are involved in
or related to the event as the initial seed for collection. For example, 11 car-related
companies are selected as seeds when collecting tweets for 2012 Super Bowl [33]. It
is similar to the pre-defined keyword crawler as the initial seeds are fixed. Although
our crawling target is different, it is possible to apply our idea in their scenario to
support seed adaptation.

Recently, Twitter has attracted unprecedented attention with the research efforts
on the detection of trending topics under different circumstances. Some researchers
report some success with the detection of event topics and content in large Twitter
datasets [2, 8, 19]. However, these types of techniques analyse tweets and track the
inherent topic on a large datasets which only represents the state of the Twitterverse
at a particular point in time. Namely, these researchers concentrated on building an
accurate model in an offline fashion. On the other hand, some researchers explored
the traffic characterization of text streams [24, 25] for real time identification of the
emerging topics. This kind of approach tracks the evolution of topics by identifying
frequent terms in a specific time interval. Rather than identifying general trending
topics for multiple events, our objective is to identify an extended set of topic terms
for a single event. In addition, the proposed model utilizes the relations between
topic terms rather than measuring them separately. The other kind of online topic
detection approach builds a model for each topic by capitalizing on the statistical
relations between vocabularies [26, 27]. Their conclusion is based on the observa-
tion that some particular words appear in the documents belonging to the same topic
more frequently, while others less so. However, the main drawback is that they rely
on the prior training to construct an accurate topic model. Explicitly, they require

6 Last.fm website: http://www.last.fm/

http://www.last.fm/
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the use of human annotated tweets during training stage, i.e. background knowledge
about the event need to be known in advance, which is not feasible enough for real-
time topic detection. Moreover, statistic based approaches for short text modeling in
microblogging environments remain an open research issue since the effectiveness
of a trained topic model can be highly affected by the length of the documents [28].

In order to identify as many event-related documents as possible, a measurement
to evaluate their relevance to the events of interest is necessary. The majority of
existing research relies on the traditional TF-IDF text vector and distance measure-
ments to assess the similarity [5, 10, 29]. Though TF-IDF, is widely used in Natural
Language Processing as a measurement of words’ importance and offers great per-
formance for long paragraph text-mining, its accuracy for shorter tweets-alike doc-
ument is still unsure [22]. In fact, Microblog posts are naturally unstructured with
many colloquial expressions and often do not comply with the normal syntax used
in the Web. Only spare TF-IDF vectors can be formulated from tweets, which this is
not a qualified input for traditional distance measurements. Recently, an attempt to
associate tweet-level features with other metadata was conducted [30], however it
still measured the event in a static way without considering the temporal evolution
of the topics. In this paper, we propose to use a similarity measurement for a time
series to overcome the above problem.

3 Social Microblogging Service: Twitter

Topic Indicator Conversational Hashtags: Twitter has sometimes been de-
scribed as “the SMS of the Internet7” due to its conversational characteristic. This
is supported by its well-known @ mention, RT retweet and # hashtag annotation. In
this work, the hashtag annotation is of special interest as it allows users to indicate
what the message is about when they publish a tweet [14]. By adding a # mark be-
fore the topic words, users can generate their own topic indicator at any moment.
Twitter’s user interface automatically associates a hyperlink for each hashtag to al-
low people to retrieve all tweets with the same hashtag in just a click. As the adaptive
crawling framework is designed to collect data on a specific topic, this characteristic
is adopted and explored.

Twitter API and Rate Limits: Twitter provides three public APIs to the devel-
opers and researchers for designing and implementation their desired tools: the
Search API, the Streaming API and the Representational State Transfer (REST)
API8. Of these, the Streaming APIs is used in our proposed model. This is because
the Streaming API is the only interface that offers real-time access to the public
tweets timeline. This API sends back 1% of the whole tweets volume in its core

7 The SMS of the Internet: http://www.wisitech.com/blog/
the-sms-of-the-internet
8 Twitter API Documentations: https://dev.twitter.com/

http://www.wisitech.com/blog/the-sms-of-the-internet
http://www.wisitech.com/blog/the-sms-of-the-internet
https://dev.twitter.com/
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Fig. 3: System Flow of Simple Twitter Crawling Model (Baseline)

database by using sample() function for each normal OAuth9 enabled user. This 1%
limitation also applies to the filter method of the Streaming API. It is possible to
use the method to generate a query to extract all tweets with specific criteria, e.g.
keywords. However, the full amount of content is available only when the retrieved
volume is less than 1% of the total traffic of Twitter. Otherwise, that 1% will be
spread out across keywords, that is, only a subset of tweets will be retrieved for
each individual keyword.

In the proposed adaptive crawling model, the filter method in the Streaming API
is used to collect event relevant tweets. Twitter allows a maximum of 400 keywords
for a single query and thus our search query was similarly limited.

4 Twitter Crawling Model Design

A Twitter crawler is a program that collects tweets or users’ information through
Twitter API matching a set of search criteria. In this section, a novel adaptive crawl-
ing model will be introduced. This adaptive crawling model is based upon the simple
keyword crawler but embedded with a keyword adaptation algorithm running in real
time.

4.1 Twitter Crawling Model

In this work, we are interested in keyword-based crawling, where every matching
tweet will contain at least one of the defined search keywords. Compared with the
simple (baseline) Twitter crawling model, the adaptive Twitter crawling model en-
ables the adaptive crawling algorithm to leverage keyword adaptation in real-time.
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Fig. 4: System Flow of the Adaptive Twitter Crawling Model

4.1.1 Baseline Crawling

The baseline crawling model defines and uses a constant keywords set. In this
model, a keywords set is used for focused crawling of a specific event. The keywords
are manually defined according to the event of interest and remain unchanged for
the entire collection period. The system flow of this crawling model is illustrated
in Fig.3 After sending the keywords with a query to the Twitter Streaming API, the
qualified tweets will be returned as a stream. These tweets are stored in a database
system. We use the dataset collected by this model as a ground truth in the evaluation
section as this crawling model is used by most of the existing research.

4.1.2 Adaptive Crawling

The system structure of the adaptive crawling model is similar to the baseline
crawling model for the Data Collection and Data Storage Components. The differ-
ence is the additional Keyword Adaptation component, as illustrated by Fig. 4. This
component enables the application of the Simple Keyword Adaptation algorithm

9 OAuth: http://oauth.net/

http://oauth.net/
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and Refined Keyword Adaptation algorithm described in the next section when
crawling data in real-time events.

In this model, the data collection process is triggered by the same set of pre-
defined keywords as the baseline’s. The keyword adaptation feature enables the
identification of popular event-related hashtags by using the Keyword Adaptation
Algorithm (KwA). At the end of every time frame, the KwA is run over the pre-
vious time frame to generate a new keyword set. Finally, a query that encodes all
the words in the keywords set is sent to the Twitter API and the time frame timer
restarted.

We exploit the traffic characteristics of hashtags gathered via Twitter Stream-
ing API to realize keyword adaptation. Research shows that hashtags, a kind of
user-defined index term that start with #, have been used as topical markers to link
relevant topics and events when people express their interests [14]. Exploiting hash-
tags for keyword searching not only reduces the complexity in getting the semantic
meaning from tweets but also increases the efficiency of data analysis.

4.2 Keyword Adaptation (KwA) Algorithm

The goal of a keyword adaptation algorithm is to automatically find the list of
hashtags, beyond the initial set of keywords, appearing in tweets related to the event
of interest. By using “automatic”, we mean that keywords should be classified with-
out manual intervention. Therefore, the essential problem is to figure out what kind
of hashtags help with extra event-related information retrieval.

In our first attempt we apply the idea of trend detection in the Simple Keyword
Adaptation algorithm. We assume the hashtags that appear frequently in tweets with
initial keywords are related to the event. However, when evaluating Simple Keyword
adaptation in the adaptive crawler we found that the Simple Keyword Adaptation al-
gorithm introduces a lot of noise. Furthermore, due to the rate limit restriction from
Twitter, the volume of the event-related tweets retrieved by this approach was far
less than the volume collected by simply using the baseline crawler. This approach
collected a large amounts of noise.

In order to balance the efficiency and performance of crawling content under
Twitter API restrictions, we designed the Refined Keyword Adaptation algorithm.
In this section, full details about both versions of Keyword Adaptation algorithm are
presented.

4.2.1 Simple Keyword Adaptation Algorithm (SKwA)

In this SKwA, the collection of hashtags within that fixed time frame is repre-
sented as Ht f (tn) = {h1,h2, ...}. The keywords set, sent to Twitter API in Fig. 3, at
any time frame n, can be represented as H(tn) = {h1,h2, ...}, where hk(k = 1,2,) is
an individual hashtag. Here, we use keywords to indicate hashtags that were eventu-
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ally sent to Twitter for data collection. At the same time, the model also keeps two
hashtags frequency lists, one for the whole collection period and the other one for
the current time frame. At the moment when any time frame n is passed, the hashtags
frequency list for whole collection period is represented as f req(tn), while hashtags
frequency list for the nth time frame is written as f reqt f (tn). The frequency list for
the whole collection period updates every time frame, while the other list updates
within the time frame when a new tweet arrives. The hashtag list and the frequency
list have a one-to-one correspondence, i.e. the frequency count of a hashtag hk at
nth time frame is f reqhk

t f (tn). The Frequency List Update algorithm is defined in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Frequency List Update

Require: Ht f , f reqhk
t f

1: for ∀h in the incoming tweets do
2: if ∃hk = h : hk ∈ Ht f (tn) then
3: f reqhk

t f (tn) = f reqhk
t f (tn)+1;

4: else
5: Ht f (tn) = Ht f (tn)+1;
6: f reqhk

t f (tn) = 1
7: end if
8: end for

Apart from these two frequency lists, a minimum frequency ( f reqmin), as a
threshold for being a keyword, and an array of blacklist hashtags (Hblack) are also
used in the simple adaptive crawler to help with adaptation. The pseudocode in Al-
gorithm 2 details this version of the Keyword Adaptation algorithm.

Algorithm 2 Simple Keyword Adaptation (SKwA)

Require: Ht f , f reqhk
t f

1: for ∀h ∈ Ht f (tn) do
2: if h ∈ Hblacklist or f reqhk

t f (tn)< f reqmin then
3: Ht f (tn) = {hk|h ∈ Hblacklist ,hk 6= h};
4: f reqt f (tn) = { f reqhk

t f (tn)| f reqhk
t f (tn) ∈ f reqt f (tn),hk 6= h}

5: else
6: H(tn) = H(tn−1)∪{hk| f reqhk

t f (tn) ∈ Topn( f reqhk
t f (tn))};

7: f req(tn) = f req(tn−1)∪{ f reqhk
t f (tn) ∈ Topn( f reqhk

t f (tn))},wheren = N−num[H(tn−1)]
8: end if
9: end for

This algorithm keeps at most N = 400 keywords for querying Twitter every 10
minutes, where N is the maximum number of hashtags in keywords set. When a
new hashtag appears, the algorithm will check whether or not it already exists in
the keywords set H(tn). If it is a query keyword, its whole period frequency list is
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incremented by 1. Otherwise, the hashtag is stored in the time frame hashtags list
temporarily. When the timer expires, hashtags in the time frame hashtags list are
sorted according to their frequency. Top ones will be added to the keywords set. In
other words, hashtags with a low frequency within time frame n don’t become a
keyword.

This SKwA employs three noise reduction steps to avoid overwhelming the new
keyword set with non-related keywords. First, the threshold for being a keyword,
f reqmin, helps to filter out the unusual hashtags. While those hashtags can be rel-
evant to the event of interest, they are not worthy of collection because they only
generate a tiny amount of traffic. In addition, the introduction of these low frequency
hashtags will significantly increase the calculation cost, both in space and time. As a
result, we set the f reqmin with an empirical value to be once per minute. Second, by
discarding the long term, low frequency, items, the crawler can improve the utility
of N keywords. This mechanism functions as follows: for hashtag h has low val-
ues for a long period ( f reqt f (tn), f reqt f (tn−1), , f reqt f (tn−m)), it will be removed
from the keywords set. Last, the introduction of a keyword blacklist allows noisy
keyword to be manually filtered. The blacklist is empty when the crawler is started.
Users can identify and add non-related words to the blacklist during the collection
period. The algorithm will check this list every time when it identifies new search
terms so it can discard the words that are in the blacklist. For the experiments in this
paper, the blacklist words belong to either general association with news channels
(e.g. BBC and CNN) or as hashtags used by follow up and follow back activities
(e.g. teamfollow and followback).

4.2.2 Refined Keyword Adaptation Algorithm (RKwA)

Our initial attempts show that extra traffic can be produced when using the
proposed SKwA when running with the adaptive crawler. However, we found the
dataset collected through SKwA also contains a large amount of non-related tweets:
the longer the crawler runs, the larger the proportion of noisy tweets. The noise, i.e.
non-related tweets, eventually overwhelm the event-related data, which results in a
chaotic dataset. This issue is caused by the fact that the algorithm relies on the col-
lected content: a clean dataset will help the crawler to better adapt; a noisy dataset
always becomes even noisier.

In order to reduce the impact of noisy information on the adaptive dataset, the
traffic pattern of hashtags is exploited to classify those potential keywords according
to their relevance to the events. The problem is how to modify the SKwA so the
adaptive crawler collects a greater amount of highly event associated data without
significantly increasing the dataset noise.

The refined version first automatically gets a hashtags list based on the SKwA.
The list is then passed to an extended part of the keyword adaptation algorithm for
assessing the elements’ relevance to the event. Here, we introduce the correlation
coefficient to evaluate the relevance. In order to calculate the correlation between
two hashtags, we subdivide the time frame into several time slots. The frequency
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counts of each time slot is represented by f reqhk
t f (tn). This array indicates the fre-

quency counts of a hashtag hk in all the time slots within the nth time frame. The
collection of initial keywords is represented as Hseed = {h1,h2, ...}. Instead of using
H(tn), the keywords set will be sent to Twitter API at the end of each time frame
and is written in the form H f in(tn), H(tn). It is a temporal list which holds the same
result as that used by SKwA. The pseudocode is updated as the Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Refined Keyword Adaptation (RKwA)
Require: Hseed = H(tn)∪H f in(tn−1),H f in(tn) = HBL
1: Execute Algorithm 2 SKwA
2: for ∀hx ∈ Hseed do
3: for ∀hy ∈ H f in(tn) do
4: if hy ∈ HBL and cor( f reqhx

t f (tn), f reqhy
t f (tn))> T hres1 then

5: H f in(tn) = {h|h ∈ H f in(tn) or h = hx};
6: else if hy 6= HBL and cor( f reqhx

t f (tn), f reqhy
t f (tn))> T hres2 then

7: H f in(tn) = {h|h ∈ H f in(tn) or h = hx};
8: end if
9: end for

10: end for

The initial keys Hseed and correlation measurements cor are defined based on the
following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1 (H1): the initial keywords used for both baseline crawler and adap-
tive crawler are the most representative words that describe the event of interest.

Hypothesis 2 (H2): trending keywords for an event during one particular or sev-
eral sequential time frames are likely to exhibit similar traffic patterns.

Hypothesis 2.1 (H2.1): the frequency of occurrence of two trending keywords
shows a linear relationship. Namely, when keyword A appears more, the frequency
of keyword B will also increase, and vice versa.

Consequently, the initial keywords used by the baseline crawler and adaptive
crawler with SKwA are also selected as initial keys in RKwA. A popular linear
correlation measurement, i.e. Pearson correlation, which is defined by the following
equation, is chosen as the measurement of similarity between related keywords.

cor =
∑

n
i=1(Xi− X̄)(Yi− Ȳ )√

∑
n
i=1(Xi− X̄)2

√
∑

n
i=1(Yi− Ȳ )2

(1)

Here, sequence X represents the f reqhx
t f (tn) and Y for the f reqhy

t f (tn) in the algorithm.
That is to say, hashtag h∈Ht f (tn), as calculated by SKwA, is only retained in RKwA
if it has a high correlation with one of the seed keywords. For example, #100aday
is a trending hashtag but irrelevant to the event. It was detected as a keyword by
SKwA, but it was successfully excluded by RKwA because of its low correlation to
the initial hashtag.
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The threshold values for T hres1 and T hres2 also need to be set for executing
RKwA. We use a single variable approach to choose their values: one of the thresh-
olds was fixed while the other one changing gradually. We found that changing of
T hres1 didn’t bring too much impact on the result, but the differences introduced
by changing of T hres2 is notable there is always a range of threshold values that
can make the signal to noise ratio higher than others. Therefore, the final value we
choose is T hres1 = 0.5 and T hres2 = 0.8.

5 Evaluation of Adaptive Crawling Model

The purpose of the evaluation is to test if the proposed adaptive crawling model
helps to collect additional data without introducing too much noise.

In our previous work [31], the experiments were conducted on a historical dataset
of 2012 London Olympic Games and with only a theoretical analysis. Whereas, here
we apply both SKwA and RKwA to our adaptive crawling model and test them with
a large public event in real-time. Our aim is to demonstrate that the information gain
is at the same level as we showed, and the signal to noise ratio (i.e. ratio between the
event related information and event irrelevant information) is much more significant
than our previous estimation.

In more detail, an overview of the collected datasets, including one for base-
line crawler and one for adaptive crawler with SKwA and RKwA respectively, is
described first. Then, we will analyse and evaluate the proposed adaptive crawling
model by classifying the retrieval keywords and tweets. Accordingly, the relevance
of keywords and that of tweets from all the three datasets will be assessed with a
quantitative method.

5.1 Dataset Overview

The datasets were collected during the 2013 Glastonbury festival 10 period. Three
crawlers were run for the tweets collection, first the baseline crawler, and then the
two instances of the adaptive crawler, with the SKwA and RKwA respectively. Only
“Glastonbury” is used as the initial keyword for all the three crawlers.

Table 1 and Fig. 5 illustrate the tweet volume collected for “Glastonbury” from
2013-6-28, 19:00:00, BST to 2013-7-1, 07:00:00, BST. The collection period lasted
60 hours, with more than half a million tweets collected from the baseline crawler
alone. The number of tweets collected by SKwA is almost twenty times the number
collected by the baseline crawler. In Table 1, the column “unique” is the number
of tweets that appear only in that dataset. Providing that all the crawlers start with
the same initial keyword “Glastonbury”, SKwA and RKwA dataset should contain

10 What is Glastonbury: http://www.glastonburyfestivals.co.uk/
information/what-is-glastonbury

http://www.glastonburyfestivals.co.uk/information/what-is-glastonbury
http://www.glastonburyfestivals.co.uk/information/what-is-glastonbury
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Table 1: Tweet volume generated by different crawling approaches

Baseline SKwA RKwA

Tweet Count 550,417 10,433,355 2,472,953
Unique Tweet 10,275 9,534,735 1,252,577

(1.8%) (91.4%) (50.6%)

Fig. 5: Number of common tweets in baseline, SKwA and RKwA datasets: A =
214218, B = 2084, C = 323840, D = 682318.

all the tweets in the baseline dataset, i.e. the cell indicated the unique number of
tweets in the baseline dataset should be zero. However, some of the tweets, even
if they contain the initial keywords, cannot be retrieved by the SKwA due to the
1% rate limitation. When the number of keywords increases, the volume of tweets
containing those keywords also increases and are more likely to exceed the rate
limit. Fig. 6 shows the traffic volume, every 5 minutes for each of the three datasets,
and provides a graphical view for examining the period when any of the crawlers
hit the Twitter rate limits. According to the figure, it is obvious that the number of
tweets approached 2900/min in the SKwA dataset. Based on an empirical test, this
value is close to the upper tweet volume limit when accessing the Streaming API
free of charge. Due to the reason that SKwA crawler is always rate limited, tweets
showing up in the baseline dataset can be lost in the SKwA dataset, and therefore
results in the unique tweets in baseline dataset. Compared with the SKwA dataset,
the RKwA dataset contains many more tweets than the baseline dataset, i.e. almost
all the tweets in baseline dataset also showed in RKwA dataset. It also included
some tweets from SKwA and 50% unique tweets. Though the RKwA crawling also
hit the rate limit at some points according to the Fig. 6, it still achieved an acceptable
performance most of the time.
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Fig. 6: Tweet Volume for Glastonbury Festival (10 mins interval).

5.2 Evaluating the Keyword Adaptation Algorithm

The previous section qualitatively illustrates the overall statistics of the three
datasets. The next step is to quantitatively analyse to show that the adaptive crawl-
ing model helps to extract extra relevant event information. This section details the
evaluation procedures for revealing whether or not the extra tweets are all related to
the event in question.

5.2.1 Evaluation Setup

The aim of this experiment is to verify that RKwA performs better than SKwA
in retrieving a greater amount of event-related information while retaining the noise
(non-related tweets) to signal (event-related tweets) ratio at an low level. The fol-
lowing hypothesis act as a condition for evaluating the performance of SKwA and
RKwA:

Hypothesis 3 (H3): a tweet is likely to only be about one topic which is described
by a hashtags, and therefore its correlation to an event of interest is determined by
its hashtags.

H3 determines whether or not the tweet’s hashtags affect the tweet’s relevance to
an event of interest. Based on this hypothesis, we design the procedures for evaluat-
ing the performance of the adaptive crawling model as follows:
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Table 2: The Hashtag Category and Grading Strategy

Hashtag Category Specification score

Related (C1) hashtags contain the terms Glastonbury,
band names or song names that appear
during the festival

+2

Possibly-related (C2) hashtags stand for media which broadcast
the event, as well as emotional hashtags
and those emerged with ongoing affairs
(nextyear, best-seats, etc)

+1

Non-related(C3) hashtags showing no particular relation-
ship with the event

-2

Not known (C4) non-English hashtags that the manual tag-
gers didn’t identify

0

Non-keyword hashtags Hashtags that have not been selected as
key-words

-1

5.2.2 Labeling Keywords Manually

In order to filter out noisy tweets, the first step is to distinguish between the
related and non-related keywords by manually labeling: hashtags shown in the key-
words set are manually classified into corresponding categories. Three independent
participants are involved in this labeling process. The final result is based on the
average produced by two independent participants. A third labeller was introduced
in the case of a disagreement.

Hashtags in different time periods were labelled according to how closely they
are related to Glastonbury Festival. For example, “#glasto2013” is definitely related,
while “#6hobbs” is more complicated to classify. It could be related since it repre-
sents a program for BBC Radio Music which always broadcasts information about
music. However, it may also include information other than Glastonbury Festival.
In our grading strategy, it was classified as possibly-related. All the hashtags were
labelled into five categories based on the criteria in Table 2.

5.2.3 Classifying tweets According to the Manual Labeling

In this step we classify whether or not a tweet is related to the event based on the
hashtags it contains using the grading system in Table 2. Each hashtag is assigned a
score and the final grade of a tweet is the sum of all the hashtags’ scores.

By using this strategy, tweets with a grade more than 0 are classified as related
tweets, and those less than or equal to 0, as non-related tweets. The grading system
can identify non-related tweets even if it carries related hashtags. For example, “Fri-
day night! Meet new people - FREE! onclique #meetingpeople #Bristol #instagram
#Glastonbury #Manchester #onclique” are classified as non-related tweet. The final
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Fig. 7: Tweet Volume (Evaluation Period) for Glastonbury Festival

grade is -2 because the score introduced by #Glastonbury is cancelled out by other
negative instances.

Therefore, the baseline, SKwA and RKwA datasets were all classified into two
sub datasets, related and non-related tweets datasets. Finally, we compare the pro-
portion of related and non-related tweets in all datasets to check the levels of noise
introduced and the proportion of event-related information retained.

5.3 Experiment Results

A subset of the Glastonbury data was selected for the evaluation. The test set is
during 8:00 29th June to 00:00 30th June as this is the period where both the SKwA
and RKwA worked properly with normal behavior (e.g. not suddenly polluted by
noise).

The tweets volume of all the crawlers during the selected period is shown in Fig.
7. According to this figure, the first fluctuation appeared at 16:00, while the highest
traffic period started at night from about 20:00, and reached the peak at about 23:00.
This is because the famous music performers started to show up in the afternoon and
the performances finished in midnight. It is clear that the adaptive crawler with the
SKwA was always rated limited, while the other adaptive crawler identified extra
tweets during the peak period, when compared with the baseline crawler.
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Table 3: Hashtag Count of Manually Labeling Categories

Keywords count RKwA to
Category BL SKwA RKwA SKwA ratio

Related (C1) 1 15 66 440.00%
Possibly-related (C2) 0 16 22 137.50%
Non-related(C3) 0 1360 96 7.06%
Not known (C4) 0 500 30 6.00%
Total 1 1891 214 11.32%

5.3.1 Relevance of Identified Topical keywords

In Table 3, each row is the number of keywords in the corresponding category.
The first column describes the keyword composition for the baseline crawler (BL).
The value 1 shows in the first category and indicates it only maintains single key-
words during the whole crawling period. Namely, the baseline crawler doesn’t adapt
the keyword set. According to the figures here, the SKwA did provide an extra 30
(15+ 16− 1) event keywords. But clearly, its retrieval keyword set is very noisy
as C3 keywords dominates most of the SKwA keywords set. The statistics in the
third column shows that the RKwA performs much better than the SKwA. The last
column makes this clear: it is the RKwA to SKwA (RS) ratio between the number
of Cx(x = 1,2,3,4) keywords from RKwA crawler to that from the SKwA crawler.
It is clear that the RKwA reduced the proportion of C3 keywords in SKwA dataset
by more than a thousand, i.e. the noisy keywords are dropped to only 7.06%. Mean-
while, the RKwA identified more C1 and C2 keywords compared with the SKwA.
The RS ratio for C1 and C2 keywords reached 440% and 137.5% respectively. This
indicates that by using the proposed RKwA, the event-related terms are more likely
to be identified, while the introduction of noisy keywords is controlled. This pro-
vides preliminary evidence that the RKwA performs much better than the SKwA.

In addition, the extra event-related keywords can pull extra event content, espe-
cially for the RKwA dataset, as shown in Fig.8.a. The volume of the band name
keyword “rollingstones” has its peak at the same time for all the three crawlers,
though the volume varies. The difference in information gain between the base-
line and the RKwA crawling illustrates that the adaptive crawling has the potential
to fetch additional event-related information. More specifically, the RKwA dataset
contains more tweets with #rollingstones than either the SKwA dataset or the base-
line dataset. Surprisingly, the SKwA dataset maintains the lowest volume of tweets
containing “rollingstones”. Considering that the SKwA adaptive crawler was rate
limited all the time and collected tweets with more keywords, this phenomenon is
caused by the spread of the space of other non-related traffics. Apart from this, the
apparent differences for the volume of tweets containing “#vancouver” in the SKwA
dataset and the RKwA dataset in Fig.8.b proved that the RKwA is also able to re-
duce the impact of irrelevant keywords. Random spikes of “#vancouver” for RKwA
dataset shown in Fig.8.b are introduced by tweets that carry both the event related
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(a) Trending event keyword
#rollingstones

(b) Event irrelevant keyword
#vancouver

Fig. 8: Comparison of event-related vs. event-irrelevant keywords in the three
datasets

keywords and the “vancouver”. However, the event related keyword in such tweets
is not “glastonbury”, so it can’t be retrieved by the baseline crawler. For example,
when the RKwA adaptive crawler retrieved tweets for the keyword “bbcglasto”,
tweet like “Trending #rollingstones #bbcglasto #vancouver #chic #followme” was
also collected.

5.3.2 Relevance of Collected Tweets

The original intention of proposing this adaptive crawler is to fetch extra event-
related tweets. We examine this over all datasets. Specifically, tweets from the
SKwA and RKwA datasets were classified according to the final grade. In the base-
line tweets classification task, the final grade is calculated by referring to the manu-
ally labelled results of the other two adaptive datasets. If the baseline tweets contain
any of the labelled keywords, the same value will be added to or deducted from the
final grade.

Fig. 9 shows the traffic volume of irrelevant event tweets and the event-related
tweets in these three different datasets. Fig. 9 a) illustrates that SKwA introduces a
great amount of noise - most of the traffic (about 94%) from SKwA dataset is irrel-
evant to the event. The green line for RKwA clearly illustrates that RKwA crawler
performs well in reducing the amount of noise. Compared with the SKwA dataset,
the irrelevant event tweets in the RKwA dataset are relatively few. According to
Fig. 9 b), the SKwA only introduced extra event content at the beginning of the
evaluation period. At the time when the event content is increasing, i.e. after 20:00,
the SKwA loses a large proportion of event content even compared with the baseline
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(a) Irrelevant event tweets (b) Event-related tweets

Fig. 9: Proportion of Tweets and Their Relevances to the Event in the Three Datasets

one. Because of the rated limited condition, the amount of tweets that can be fetched
is fixed. When most of the collection channel was occupied by the event-irrelevant
tweets, the amount of event related tweets is significantly reduced. On the other
hand, the RKwA performance well on collecting extra event-related information:
compared with baseline crawling, the RKwA crawler fetched more than 70% ex-
tra event-related information at the event peak. On average, the RKwA can identify
about 100 more event tweets every minute compared to baseline crawling. These
extra event-related tweets give additional event information. The observation here is
that RKwA performs well. It supplies extra event-related tweets while reducing the
noise in the SKwA.

One interesting phenomenon is that there’s also a small amount of noise in the
baseline dataset. Even though the word “glastonbury” is highly specific to the fes-
tival, it also introduces noise because there are tweets that contained Glastonbury
but 1) did not talk about the event itself; 2) were spam tweets. The proposed grad-
ing strategy is not always successful in tackling the first problem but is designed to
deal with the second one. It works well for spam tweets that are published to spread
trending topic and hashtags. These kinds of tweets contain many hashtags without
any plain text or content. The grading strategy can identify them by reducing the fi-
nal score when non-keyword hashtags appear. This kind of spam is one of the most
prevalent sources of the irrelevant tweets in the baseline dataset.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we focus on finding out a solution for crawling Microblog feeds in
real-time. By exploiting the hashtags from Twitter feeds, we proposed an adaptive
crawling model that reviews the retrieved content to identify new keywords for auto-
matic live event tweets collection. In order to improve the reliability and robustness,
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we further refined the KwA to support higher precision. Based on the evaluation
results, we have shown that:

• The trend detection based SKwA is not efficient enough to identify event key-
words for adaptive crawling, as it introduces too much noise;

• The RKwA performs well in reducing non-related keywords, and distinguishes
an extra amount of the event-related keywords from the noisy hashtags;

• The adaptive crawler based on RKwA is able to collect extra event-related tweets
(70%) compared to the baseline crawling approach, while maintaining a noise
level below 35 tweets per minute.

Future work for this adaptive crawling model includes an improvement of the
new keyword selection schema and the use of an auto initial seed setup. Currently,
the threshold value for the correlation is set to be a fixed value. If the system can au-
tomatically update the thresholds without losing the real-time efficiency, the perfor-
mance will be more stable. Also, this can reduce the chance of hitting the rate limit.
Another improvement regarding to the keyword selection is the automatic selection
of baseline keywords, i.e. initial seeds. Furthermore, research towards identifying
and validating additional metrics for accessing the adaptation is also a goal of our
future research. The aim is to combine other additional metrics with the RKwA to
improve the performance of our adaptive crawler.
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